
Verebus Academy
INTEGRATED LOGISTICS SUPPORT (ILS)

Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) is a methodology for 
Asset Management and Support, with the aim of ensu-
ring the required availability of a system at the lowest 
possible cost. The ILS process process runs parallel to 
the product development process and covers the entire 
lifecycle of a system. By applying the ILS method early 
on, unnecessary costs and long-term availability pro-
blems can be avoided.

ILS is originally developed for the acquisition, design and 
maintenance of Defence Materiel, but can be applied 
in all fields where complex systems are used. The ILS 
training courses provide insight into the processes, 
products and tasks for the maintenance of an asset. 
This starts at the initial requirements through to the 
disposal of the system.

Target group 
 → Everyone who works in an organisation that has to 

deal with the ILS methodology.

 → Managers who are responsible for the ILS processes 
and the management of all parties involved.

 → ILS employees who perform ILS-related tasks and 
provide input for the ILS process on a daily basis.

Enrolment fee

ILS Introduction
This training deals with the basics of ILS: the Logistics 
Support Analysis (LSA). During this day, you will gain 
insight into the ILS processes and its influence on an 
organisation.

Topics covered include:
 → ILS processes
 → ILS elements
 → The advantage of ILS
 → The LSAR database
 → Processes in which ILS is important
 → Standards and regulations for ILS 

ILS Advanced
During this two-day follow-up course, we will elaborate 
on the topics from the ILS Introduction and look at 
the components of the ILS plan, among others. After 
attending this course, you will have in-depth knowledge 
of the ILS process. To participate in this course, you 
must have completed the ILS Introduction or have 
comparable knowledge.

Topics covered include:
 → looking further into subjects from ILS Introduction
 → the ILS plan
 → the importance of ILS for asset owners
 → The difference between logistical support and 

maintenance
 → Maintaining ILS elements
 → The LSA processes during the design process

A ILS Introduction 1 day € 925,-
B ILS Advanced 2 days € 1.850,-
A + B Leergang ILS 3 days € 2.600,-

(all prices ex vat)

More information? www.verebus.nl/training or academy@verebus.nl
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Treubstraat 331
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the Netherlands
(070) 352 82 00
verebus@verebus.nl

The Verebus Academy focuses on training for optimal 
use and maintenance of capital-intensive assets, 
and for the development of (associated) technical 
documentation. 

Training and courses
The Verebus Academy currently offers the following 
training and courses:

ILS training course
 → ILS Introduction
 → ILS Advanced

S-specifications training course
 → SX000i Introduction
 → S1000D Introduction
 → S1000D for authors
 → S1000D for coordinators

Reliability Management (i.s.m. het ERC)
 → Reliability-centred maintenance level 1
 → Reliability-centred maintenance level 2
 → FMEA/FMECA
 → Quick maintenance

Target group
Participants in our trainings and courses are:

 → staff responsible for the deployment of capital-
intensive assets

 → chief engineers
 → managers of maintenance departments
 → engineers (from systems engineers to detail 

engineers)
 → managers of engineers
 → asset managers
 → technical authors

Standards
All training courses comply with the most important 
historical and recent standards.

Tailor-made training
In addition to our regular offer, the Verebus Academy 
also provides tailor-made training, in which the content 
and level of the training are adapted to the needs of the 
organisation. This can range from a short introduction 
training to an intensive course of several months.

Preliminary knowledge
All training and courses require a minimum of a higher 
professional education (HBO) level.
To participate in follow-up training courses, we expect 
you to have attended the introductory training course or 
to have comparable knowledge.

General
Our training courses are scheduled several times a year. 
Go to www.verebus.nl/training for our current training 
calendar or to request a (tailor-made) training course. Or 
send us an email at academy@verebus.nl.

ABOUT THE VEREBUS ACADEMY

More information? www.verebus.nl/training or academy@verebus.nl
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Verebus is a technical service provider with knowledge and experience in the field of asset management 
and associated documentation services. For owners of complex assets, or their suppliers, we can design the 
entire maintenance and operation philosophy and provide documentation and instruction.

We make maintenance and operations efficient in terms of functionality and money, easy through logical 
and clear instructions and safe through correct and understandable information. 

You can call on us in all phases of the life cycle of your systems and installations. We are independent and 
cooperate where necessary with complementary partners on a project basis, tailored to your needs. 

Leading in Knowledge
The most important asset of Verebus Engineering 
is the expertise and know-how of our employees. In 
order to reinforce this unique position, we set up the 
Verebus Academy to share this relevant and up-to-
date knowledge with our clients.

Whether you’re lookig for a workshop, short training, 
or longer course. The Verebus Academy is the 
training partner in the field of ILS, S-specifications, 
technical documentation and RCM.
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